Pilot Permaculture Programme, Malawi. 2006-2008
Running in 8 of 27 districts. This is Chimwa School, Malikha Zone, Lilongwe, Malawi

Typical look for this season, smoky & dusty.


July 2007 – dry season. Harvests are in.

The kids prefer the mulch!

Much nicer for resting, reading & chatting.

The yellow circle indicates the same tree in both pictures to help you get your bearings.

The area in 2006 November was swept daily by the 800 students – the same as one person taking over 4 hours to sweep the whole area! Now that energy is put into feeding the soil, water harvesting, caring for plants and animals – and best of all – learning and eating. They enjoyed eating their harvest for their first 6 months and are expecting more and more every year.
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